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Our Story
Filtersafe is the only ballast water filtration company that
engineered a dedicated seawater filter whose express

Filtersafe®
Advantages for
Owners & Operators

goal was to make ballasting safer and more efficient for
shipowners and the aquatic environment.

•

RELIABLE FILTERS: The dependable filter
choice and approved by all major class societies

Since our beginning in 2004, Filtersafe has grown to be

+ IMO & USCG. That’s why we filter over 25% of

a world leader in seawater filtration, and our filters are

all ballast water worldwide.

installed in over 3,500 ships around the world.

•

SAIL

ANYWHERE:

We

filter

the

most

challenging waters so you can sail anywhere.
Our filters won’t clog.
•

MODULAR DESIGN: Horizontal and vertical
installation options that can be rotated to fit
your configuration.

•

HIGH FLOW/SMALL FOOTPRINT: Just one unit
can filter up to 6,840 m3/hr, while taking up
minimal space.

•

SUPERIOR

PROTECTION:

Our

first-class

filtration protects your system from unplanned
maintenance and reduces the amount of
secondary treatment required.
Skid Packages

•

GLOBAL PRESENCE: With

manufacturing

facilities, offices, and support personnel located
across the globe, we’re there when you need us.
•

LOWER BALLAST TANK MAINTENANCE:
Our smartweave™ screen technology ensures
minimal sediment intake to the disinfection
process and ballast tanks.

•

REAL ENERGY SAVINGS: Lower operating
pressure capability (1.6 bar) means lower

Ballast Project
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ongoing energy costs.
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Executive Summary
Filtration is a key element of most ballast water management systems (BWMSs) but is by no means the only
consideration in assessing a potential system’s effectiveness. This paper describes the importance of understanding
both the regulatory and technical aspects of specifying a BWMS with a suitable filter and outlines the risks of noncompliance and the risks associated with a lack of proper filtration.
It underlines the importance of CAPEX and OPEX, as well as compliance with IMO and USCG regulations, in selecting
and operating a BWMS to ensure long-term and reliable treatment of invasive aquatic species. It also suggests how
a system’s pumping capacity can be optimized and reviews current thinking on suitable materials for filter screens,
both of which can have a significant impact on a BWMS’s overall performance.
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Introduction
The economic impact of the spread of aquatic invasive species by ships has been studied for years (1)(2)(3). These costs
have been analyzed against the costs of installing disinfection equipment onboard the world’s merchant fleet in an
effort to prevent these invasions and protect native ecosystems (4). However, little economic research has been done
regarding the relative cost of different types of treatment systems for the vessel operator except for one of the earliest
studies on ballast water treatment.
This paper looks to analyze several key areas of shipboard operations that can be impacted by the performance of
the ballast water management systems (BWMS) and the economic implications of each impact on shipowners. These
may include lost economic opportunity due to decreased cargo capabilities, longer time in port, additional power
and consumables usage, additional crew time requirements, and the cost of maintenance and parts (Figure 1).

KEY SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS THAT CAN
BE IMPACTED BY BWMS PERFORMANCE:

LOST ECONOMIC
OPPORTUNITY DUE TO
DECREASED CARGO
CAPABILITIES

LONGER TIME
IN PORT

A D D I T I O N A L
POWER
AND
CONSUMABLES
USAGE

ADDITIONAL CREW
TIME REQUIREMENTS

THE COST OF
MAINTENANCE
AND PARTS

Figure 1: Shipboard operations that can be impacted by the performance of the BWMS.

Using the economic analyses included in this paper, together with the standard selection criteria for a new BWMS,
which typically includes initial cost of the system, vendor-supplied details of the operational costs, and buyer
assessments of technology choices, can help to provide a better holistic approach to the BWMS selection process
and can lead to better satisfaction with systems. This holistic approach to the purchasing decision is increasingly
important in light of the emerging regulations for testing systems after commissioning and during the life cycle of
the BWMS installation.
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Risks of Non-Compliance
One of the first key points to consider in BWMS system selection is the potential for the system to meet the discharge
standard. While this seems like an intuitive statement, often this is one of the most critically overlooked aspects of the
selection process.
At the 75th meeting of its Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC 75) in November 2020, the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) issued guidance to Administrations that all BWMS installations should be tested following
commissioning (5). This requirement, as well as guidance previously issued by individual flag administrations, has
provided the first glimpse into the real-world performance of ballast water management systems after installation.
In its 2020 report, SGS (6) details its own experience of conducting nearly 100 tests and observing that 21% of those
tests indicated that the discharge sample likely did not meet the IMO D-2 discharge standard. Importantly, 100% of
the potentially non-compliant discharges did not meet the IMO standards for organisms greater than 50 µm while
only 2% of the non-compliant discharges also was potentially non-compliant for the 10-50 µm fraction and 6% also
for the less than 10 µm indicator organisms (Figure 2).

SGS 2020 STATISTICS REPORT
21% OF THE DISCHARGE SAMPLE
LIKELY DID NOT MEET THE IMO
D-2 DISCHARGE STANDARD

95 TESTS

2%
6%

failed for 10-50 µm
organisms

failed for 10 µm
indicator organisms

21%

Figure 2: SGS 2020 Statistics report
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failed for
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The IMO D-2 discharge standard, is set by regulation to be (7):

Table 1 / IMO D-2 Discharge Standard
SIZE CLASS

DISCHARGE LIMIT

Organism ≥50 µm in minimum dimension

< 10 viable organisms/m3

Organisms ≥10 µm and <50 µm in minimum dimension

<10 viable organisms /mL

Indicator organism: Escherichia coli

<250 cfu/100 mL

Indicator organism: Enterococci

<100 cfu/100 mL

Indicator organism: Vibrio cholerae (serogroups O1 and O139)

<1 cfu/100 mL

cfu: Colony Forming Units.

This standard is well known across the industry and BWMS are vigorously tested against it by independent laboratories
prior to being allowed to be installed on vessels. The standard, though, is inherently biased towards reducing the
number of organisms greater than 50 µm in minimum dimension because the unit of measure is one million times
greater for those larger organisms when compared to the unit of measure for the 10-50 µm size class (m3 versus ml).
By means of comparison, there can be 1.5 times as many organisms in one gallon of ballast water between 10 and
50 µm than there can be in an entire Olympic-sized swimming pool of ballast water for the greater than 50 µm
size fraction (Figure 3).
This significant discrepancy between the two size classes highlights the critical nature that the BWMS filter plays
in the potential of the system to meet the D-2 discharge standard. Any small discrepancy in the ballast system, any
potential contamination, or any instances that the system has been bypassed may potentially mean a small number
of these robust organisms remain viable and create problems during a discharge sample.
Ballast water filters have been designed with mesh ratings between 6 and 100 μm with the most common systems
being fitted with 25, 40, or 50 μm. These micron ratings can be deceptive, though, as there is no common international
standard for setting the rating of a filter mesh so different manufacturers may use different methodologies for
assessing the sizing of their filters. Some may use absolute rating, others may use nominal rating*, and some may use
the minimum or maximum possible opening. When selecting a particular manufacturer based on mesh rating, it is
therefore important to understand clearly how they calculate mesh open area and how that relates to the minimum
dimensions of organisms that can get through the filter.

*Filtersafe’s quoted mesh screen’s rating is based on nominal rating, which is considered the most practical in the industry, as it is considered to be 97%
accurate and reflective of various (glass bead) particle sizes that can be retained by the mesh.
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>50μm VS 10-50μm SIZED
More 10-50μm organisms are allowed in 1 gallon of
ballast water then >50μm organisms in an entire
Olympic Swimming Pool
>50 micron
Only 25,000 organisms
are allowed in this
whole pool

10-50 micron
You can have up to
37,854 organisms in
this bottle

OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL
(660,430 gallons)

1 GALLON BOTTLE

Figure 3: >50μm vs 10-50μm Sized

The risk of contamination in the piping and subsequent problems with discharge testing of organisms greater than
50µm is especially high for the limited number of BWMS which are approved without a filter as part of their system
when testing is eventually done.
These BWMS allow sediments and larger, hard-bodied, and shelled organisms to pass through the treatment stage
and enter the ballast tanks. These complex organisms will remain in the tanks over time, hide in dead-ends of piping
systems, and develop colonies in the unpumpable residuals and sediments inherent to normal ballasting. As the IMO
and US Coast Guard (USCG) standards are discharge standards, the ability of these large organisms to persist in the
tanks creates significant risks of discharges being non-compliant with the standard when testing is eventually done.
8
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While systems are vigorously tested during the Type Approval process, that process does not include extended
(greater than 6 months) operation on multiple vessels where the unpumpable residual sediments building up over
the years between vessel drydock periods can harbor many treatment-resistant organisms. Land-based testing, the
only type of testing that requires the maximum biological test loads, involves the rigorous cleaning of the test tanks
and piping systems between each test. This regime prevents persistent organisms from forming in the tanks and
piping, unlike ships’ ballast tanks.

Figure 4: Complex piping for a BWMS shown in this 3D scan & mapping of a ships engine room. Most test facilities do not have tanks with unpumpable residuals, unlike
ships’ ballast tanks, reducing the real-world transferability of on-shore testing. (Picture by Netsco Naval Architects)

BWMS that feature additional treatment on discharge, like most UV-based treatment systems, do provide some
remedy against this risk, but to date, all systems approved without a filter do not provide any direct treatment to the
water on discharge.
Systems fitted with high quality filters, proven to eliminate the introduction of the largest size class of organisms into
the vessel’s ballast water system and tanks can eliminate this risk and would have potentially eliminated 94% of the
non-compliant tests found by SGS.

Decreased Flow Rates
Ballasting rates for a vessel are designed to work in concert with the rates of cargo loading and discharge. For vessels
to safely load and unload cargo, the ballast pumps must be able to either load ballast water or discharge ballast water
at a known rate to maintain the stability of the vessel. The primary reason that ship owners provide for choosing a
BWMS that does not include a filter is the inherent risk that the filter will impact the flow rate of the ballast pumps and
consequently slow down ballast water flow (Figure 5). This slowing of the flow during ballasting can have dangerous
consequences for vessels during cargo discharge if the stability of the vessel becomes compromised. This must not
be confused with clogging, which is addressed later in this paper.
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TOP 4 CONSIDERATIONS FOR
SHIPOWNERS WHEN CHOOSING
A BWMS
KEEPS BALLAST TANKS CLEAN. A good BWMS doesn't
just ﬁlter out harmful organisms, it also ﬁlters sediment &
other debris that can accumulate in ballast water tanks that shipowners need to clean out.

RELIABILITY. Shipowners want a reliable system that
needs minimum maintenance and shut-down time.

24

ALWAYS AVAILABLE SERVICE. They need to know there
is 24/7 help available by phone or from a service group that
will come to the ship.

SMALL FOOTPRINT. Since most ships will be retroﬁtted
with systems, the BWMS needs to be able to easily ﬁt
in to a vessel’s already cramped quarters, including
service space.

Figure 5: Top Four Considerations for Shipowners When Choosing a BWMS

This decreased flow occurs for two primary reasons: 1) during heavy loading, the filter will often go into continuous
backflush and a significant portion of the water will be diverted through the backflush line; and 2) filter loading and
increased differential pressure across the mesh places a larger discharge head on the ballast pump, causing the pump
to flow less water to the tank.
As an example of flow reduction, two separate filters were tested using a fixed test set up. A common inlet flow of
250 m3/hr were provided to each filter of seawater treated with a sediment mix having a particle distribution
equivalent to that found in the Yangtze River near the port of Shanghai (the "Shanghai Test"). As the mg/L of test
material was increased, the relative throughput of the filter was measured to generate data points of performance
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HOURS OF BALLASTING (BASED
ON 10,000 m 3/hr @ 800 m3/hr
PUMP RATE)

(Table 2). Extrapolating that data (Figure 6)
for a typical small bulk carrier with an 800
m3/hr ballast pump moving 10,000 m3 of
ballast during a typical cargo operation,

100

we see that based on the charts, the time

HOURS

90
80

it takes to move that much ballast can

70

range from 12 hours to nearly 90 if the

60

filter is not designed for heavy loading. A

50
40

filter designed for the loads may be able

30

to move more than 3 times as much water

20

at the extremes. This additional time is

10
0

20

50

FILTER A

100
250
TSS (MG/L)

500

money. The exact amount will depend on

1,000*

* FILTER A CLOGGED
AT 1,000 TSS

FILTER B

the market, the type of vessel, whether the
vessel is in port, how busy the crew is, and
what the costs may be for additional time

Figure 6: Hours of ballasting, based on 10,000 m3/hr @ 800 m3/hr pump rate

alongside, but for a VLCC tanker earning a typical

Table 2 / Flow Rate Reduction as TSS Increases

$36,000/day, every hour of delay may cost $1,500

800 m3/hr FLOW RATE MOVING
10,000 m3 BALLAST

plus any port charges.
These

costs

can

rapidly

add

up

and

should be kept in mind when considering
CAPEX

and

BWMS installation.
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OPEX

for

a

candidate

TSS (mg/L)

FILTER A (%)

FILTER B (%)

20

100

100

50

100

100

100

90

97

250

50

73

500

15

40

1,000

N.A.
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Clogging
Chief among the problems that are encountered by ballast water filters is the potential that they can clog. We define
"clogging" here as high organic and sediment deposits that build up on the filter element and reduce water flow to
the BWMS and the ballast tanks to less than 5% of its designed rate.
Any filter is susceptible to clogging. Ballast water filters have a particular risk due to the high velocity of the process
fluid, the nature of the contaminants in the water, the high removal rates required by the filter, and the very small
mesh rating of the elements (Figure 7). Shipboard tests conducted by the Korean Institute of Ocean Science and
Technology using seawater from Shanghai Port (>300 mg/L of TSS) and three types of IMO-approved BWMS found
that they all failed to operate properly because of filter clogging (8).

TOP RISK FACTORS FOR A FILTER CLOGGING

HIGH WATER
VELOCITY THROUGH
THE MESH

THE NATURE OF THE
CONTAMINANTS IN
THE WATER

LEVEL OF DEBRIS
MORE THAN THE
FILTER CAN HANDLE

VERY SMALL
MESH RATING OF
THE ELEMENTS

Figure 7: Top Risk Factors for a Filter Clogging

That paper also notes that in regions with high TSS concentrations, filter clogging can occur even before backwashing
is initiated, making it difficult to operate the BWMS stably – a point made to MEPC 70 in 2016 in a report of the
Correspondence Group on the Review of Guidelines (G8) (MEPC 70/4/7) (9).
Systems which are unable to be used due to filter clogging must be manually cleaned during the ballasting process,
a task that could occupy two or three people to disassemble the filter, manually clean the element(s), and reassemble
it before restarting ballasting.
This lost time, increased labor and its associated crew fatigue all lead to indirect costs of using a ballast water filter
not designed for the operating conditions that the vessel faces. They can be added to the extra operational costs
mentioned above in relation to decreased flow rates.
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Clogging might be avoided if a vessel completed all of its ballasting operations prior to entering the challenging
waters. For many vessels, this is impractical due to need to navigate up long rivers, over or under restrictions in the
waterway, or due to the need to bring on ballast during cargo operations. If the filter does clog during ballasting
operations and affects the operation of the BWMS, this should be handled in the same way as a treatment system
malfunction, class society DNV advises (10), adding that "contingency measures must be discussed and agreed upon
with the port state where the ballast water is planned to be discharged."

Filter Outlet Flow with Increasing TSS @ 40 microns
It might therefore seem helpful to be able to detect when a filter is about to clog during operation, but this is not a
simple solution. For example, an MSc thesis (12) has explored whether machine learning (ML) could be used to predict
clogging and concluded that, while "ML can be used for identifying different grades of clogging … further research
is required to determine if all clogging states can be classified."
These problems may be avoidable and it would be prudent to explore a filter’s potential for clogging in the regions
where it will have to operate before making a final selection. To do this, it is not enough to look at the results of tests
to meet IMO’s G8 requirements, since those only require filters to prove their ability to perform effectively in water
with a TSS of up to 50 mg/L. as Table 3 shows, this test is not reflective of water quality standards in some key maritime
locations.
For some vessels, though, the conditions of operation change over the life of the vessel. New charter agreements
or different cargoes may require vessels to trade in areas they have not normally visited. Since clogging is primarily
related to the filter’s ability to clean itself automatically or remove the deposits on the filter element at a rate faster
than, or at least equal to, the rate that the deposits are being formed, the ability to scale or modify the cleaning
mechanism of a ballast water filter is critical to being able to address clogging issues and concerns. Further, this much
needed scalability allows engineers to prevent dangerous clogging and the additional maintenance and work that
cleaning a filter entails.
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Filtersafe’s Scalable Cleaning Mechanisms
Filtersafe offers a variety of cleaning capacity upgrades to suit any water condition. These upgrades
don’t impact the shape or size of the filter and can be easily added to existing filters to enhance their
cleaning capacity.
To validate our anti-clogging capabilities, Filtersafe turned to Control Union and put our filter and
cleaning capacity packages through the Shanghai Test. In addition, we also ran a subsequent test that
better mimicked real world conditions by allowing the outlet pressure of the filter to drop down to zero,
thereby creating scenarios where the cleaning mechanism and upgrades could be closely examined
using the same filter in extremely challenging water.
Mapping each different cleaning capacity upgrade (standard, turboTM and supertuboTM) demonstrated
that shifting simply from our standard cleaning option to the top of the line cleaning upgrade option
(supertuboTM), with no suction pump or other flushing assistance, the filter was able to maintain nearly
full flow out to 300 mg/L of TSS and the filter remained above 50% efficiency out to over 800 mg/L
of TSS. This compared to 150 mg/L of TSS and 450 mg/L of TSS respectively for the standard cleaning
arrangement, confirming an improvement in both factors by at least 100% (Figure 8). This additional
testing reinforces that Filtersafe offers the most consistent and reliable anti-clog filter on the market.
If you’d like to learn more about Filtersafe’s Shanghai Test Results, please visit
www.filtersafe.net/shanghai-test

FILTER OUTLET FLOW WITH
INCREASING TSS @ 40 MICRONS
300

OUTER FLOW (m3\h)

250
200
150
100
50
0

10

100

1000

TSS (MG/l)

standard

turbo

superturbo

Figure 8: This graph shows the outlet flow of the BS101 filter with a 40 micron screen and each of the different scanner
options available from Filtersafe's Shanghai Test trials. The results clearly show that even with increasing TSS, the filter
maintains an incredibly high level of outlet flow (11).
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Sediment
When designing the IMO Type Approval testing requirements, the regulatory community attempted to create
scenarios that would challenge BWMS and simulate real-world conditions. The following table (Table 3) represents
typical loading conditions for different ports around the world:

Table 3 / Typical TSS Loading Conditions for Different Ports Around The World
LOCATION

MG/L OF TSS
MIN.

MEAN

MAX

1

Port of Hamburg

20

30

50

2

Elbe River

20

100

300

3

Mississippi River Delta (New Orleans, La, USA)

130

230

420

4

Port of Rotterdam

30

50

100

5

Yangtze River (Shanghai)

10

150

1,000

6

Neva River (St. Petersburg, Russia)

20

80

250

7

Busan, South Korea

2

12

50

8

Port of Singapore

2

20

60

From this table, it is clear that while the 50 mg/L of TSS standard chosen by the IMO for the minimum challenge
condition reflects a good average for the world’s waters, it does not represent the maximum challenge condition
that ships may face. In fact, the challenge condition does not reflect the maximum loading that a vessel
could see in most of the listed ports, but instead more closely reflects the mean of the water conditions for
those ports (Figure 9.1) .
Two particular locations, the Mississippi River Delta and the Yangtze River, show exceptionally high TSS levels. Both
rivers are very long: at 3,730km, the Mississippi is the fourth longest in the world, while the Yangtze – in third place –
stretches to 6,300km. Both, therefore, have ample opportunity to collect sediment on the way to their estuaries and
to the ports located there.
That presents a particular challenge to many BWMS technologies. Not only is sediment one of the critical factors in
filter clogging but allowing sediments to accumulate on board the vessel has further unfavorable implications. First,
the buildup between drydocking periods becomes a form of unpumpable, permanent ballast that, if not removed,
reduces the vessel’s cargo capacity over time, and second, these unpumpable residual sediments must be handled in
the future and remediated under the Convention.
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TYPICAL TSS LOADING
CONDITIONS FOR DIFFERENT
PORTS AROUND THE WORLD
20 (MEAN)

Port of Singapore
Busan, South Korea

12 (MEAN)
80 (MEAN)

Neva River, Russia

150(MEAN)

Yangtze River, Shanghai

50 (MEAN)

Port of Rotterdam

230 (MEAN)

Mississippi River Delta, USA

100 (MEAN)

Elba River

30 (MEAN)

Port of Hamburg

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

TSS (MG/L)

Figure 9.1: TSS levels at popular shipping routes around the world

For vessels contracted in the bulk and oil trades, this may affect the charter agreement and cause vessels to carry less
than the obligatory cargo amounts as per the voyage plan, with obvious and potentially significant implications for a
ship’s earning ability. Vessels are designed to carry a specific amount of cargo based on weight and displacement so
vessels ferrying around even a few inches of sediment over the entire bottom of ballast tanks can quickly see tonnes
of additional weight added to their dead weight. This additional dead weight may offset cargo if vessels, in particular
the bulk and oil carriers, are contracted to carry their full load weight.
In addition, both the US ballast treatment requirements and the IMO Ballast Water Management Convention require
ballast tanks to be regularly cleaned to remove sediments (13), which will add to operational costs.
This sediment is considered hazardous because it can allow invasive alien species (IAS) and harmful aquatic organisms
and pathogens (HAOP) to accumulate and breed, potentially being released during a subsequent deballasting or
cleaning. Some proprietary products are available to treat sediments (14) but it has been suggested (15) that biological
agents are not adequate defenses to IAS and HAOP and that radiation treatment, preferably in a fixed or mobile onshore installation.
This paper's author is not aware not aware of any on-shore installations that use those specific technologies, but portstate facilities are available in many locations to accept ballast tank sediments for on-shore treatment. Lloyd’s Register
published a report in 2019, National Ballast Water Management Requirements, which includes summaries of many
national requirements for handling sediments (16). Use of these will come at a cost.
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TSS LEVELS AT POPULAR
SHIPPING ROUTES AROUND
THE WORLD

MISSISSIPPI RIVER
DELTA, USA
130-420
MG/L OF TSS

NEVA RIVER, RUSSIA
20-250
MG/L OF TSS
PORT OF
ROTTERDAM
30-50
MG/L OF TSS

YANGTZE RIVER,
SHANGHAI
10-1,000
MG/L OF TSS

BUSAN,
SOUTH KOREA
2-50
MG/L OF TSS

ELBE RIVER,
GERMANY
20-300
MG/L OF TSS
PORT OF HAMBURG
20-30
MG/L OF TSS

PORT OF
SINGAPORE
2-60
MG/L OF TSS

Figure 9.2: TSS levels at popular shipping routes around the world

The same applies when a vessel goes into drydock and many owners are learning that ballast sediments – once just
a nuisance but easily cleaned – may now be considered a hazardous material and require special remediation and
proper disposal under the Convention. This either requires payment at the yard, or bringing a special crew on board
and conducting cleaning safely offshore. In either case, the cost of repetitive cleaning and remediation can quickly
outstrip the savings found by not installing a ballast water filter during the initial installation.
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Hydraulic Forces
Designing any ballast water treatment system should always start with the pump’s characteristics then take account
of other components, followed by optimizing the whole arrangement. For example, a pump might be chosen that’s
capable – in its general specification – of delivering 800 m3/hr at 3.1 bar (X1, Figure 10). But the filter adds 0.2-0.6 bar
back pressure and the disinfection stage another 0.2 bar, after which the flow reduces to 500-750 m3/hr at 3.6-4.0 bar
pressure (X2). Yet this can be improved by uprating the impeller to improve the flow rate by 30% to deliver at least
700 m3/hr (X3).

HYDRAULIC CONSIDERATION
BALLAST PUMP
NSPSHR [FT.]
40

11.62

160
10.62

140
9.75

120

60

70

75

80 82

84

86

X2

100

85.5
X3 85

X1

600

20

520

0

440
360

84
82
80
78

280

80

200

60

120

40

40
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000

0

HORSEPOWER PER STAGE

TOTAL HEAD PER STAGE [FT.]

180

CAPACITY [GPM]
Figure 10: Hydraulic Consideration Ballast Pump

In fact, every detail of the system, not just the BWMS itself, has an impact on performance and cost, especially the
piping design: its turns, dimensions, changes in elevation – even whether its weld seams have been properly finished.
All these contribute to the overall performance of the ballast pump.
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Class society ABS drew attention to some practical details of installing ballast filters in connection with BWMS
installations in an advisory note

(17)

covering all aspects of ballast water management. It noted that most filter

technologies associated with BWMS use filtered water to clean the mesh by automatically backflushing using the
differential pressure from the filter outlet to the backflush outlet. It then advised that, "depending on the elevation
of the placement of the filters on the ballast water system line, it might be difficult to achieve effective backflushing
operation of filters without affecting the overall throughput of the ballast water operation."
For example, its note warns, "Some filters are installed in deck houses located at the high points in the ballast system
[which] could result in inadequate filter outlet pressure for effective backflushing."
As a summary, when assessing a system’s hydraulic forces, it is critically important to look at the hydraulic forces at
work on the entire system and to look at how these forces will impact the performance of the ballast water pump. For
many systems, the reduction in flow after the installation of a BWMS are not related to the filter’s performance at all,
but instead are a result of the overall installation and lack of attention to these forces.

Materials of Construction
For many marine applications, austenitic stainless steel grade AISI 316 is an acceptable – even recommended –
material in situations where corrosion should be avoided. For many years it has been known simply as ‘marine grade’
stainless steel. But the latest advice from the International Stainless Steel Forum in respect of marine applications (18)
is that AISI 316 and its derivatives "are no longer recommended for permanent contact with seawater." For any filter in
a BWMS, that is clearly a major drawback.
Researchers who looked at the electrochemical aspects of stainless steels (19) noted that "austenitic stainless steels
have been widely employed in marine engineering due to their good mechanical strength and corrosion resistance"
and they went on to identify 904L grade as a "super austenitic stainless steel" that is designed "for more aggressive
environments with long-term performance."
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With this in mind, 904L is now recognized as
a more appropriate material for filters (Figure

STAINLESS STEEL
GRADES COMPARISON

11), whose long-term performance is a critical
building block when specifying a BWMS

904L

installation. When selecting a filter, therefore,

Production

Production

Chemical
Resistance

MIC

Chemical
Resistance

MIC

in its construction and consider their suitability
PREN

Cost

Availability

PREN

and the cost implications of choosing a filter
containing less-than-optimum materials.

316L

Cost

Production

Chemical
Resistance

MIC

This is a vital consideration. At present, CAPEX
drives

Availability
316L

shipowners should review the materials used

904L

PREN

Cost

Availability

Figure 11: Stainless steel grades comparison

most

equipment

purchases,

and

improvements to materials or design are seen
as increasing that initial cost. It is essential that
a long-term view is formed, taking into account

experience such as critical component wear and its influence on the whole system’s mean time between failures (19).

Conclusion
No shipowner can afford to risk losing an economic opportunity by making an unwise equipment choice and this is
especially true when it comes to selecting a BWMS and the filters that support it. Get that right, and the difficulties
described in this paper can be avoided while benefiting the environment.
It is a question of balancing quality and cost for the long term and that is the same balance that BWMS developers
themselves have made as they re-purposed technologies already used in other industrial settings to cope with
seawater’s unique and variable characteristics. Their filters are critical components, with screens able to handle a
wide range of water qualities. They should not affect ballasting/deballasting rates and must be correctly located, as
well as being built to last, with minimal maintenance.
The choice of BWMS and its filter is critical for shipowners and operators to avoid non-compliance, but it must be
economically sound: not just from a CAPEX standpoint, but also in relation to its long-term OPEX. As this paper has
made clear, a filter’s design and construction have a big effect on its ability to perform effectively, efficiently and
within regulatory parameters. As such, it is an investment with potential implications for many company departments,
including technical, operations and finance, so it is important to make the right selection.
To streamline the selection process of your optimal system, on the next page you will find a checklist of questions and
information that you should ask your BWMS suppliers before deciding on the right filter and system.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR INSTALLING
A BWMS TO MITIGATE THE COST
OF COMPLIANCE:

01

Select a BWMS with a ﬁlter that operates
in the most challenging water conditions
your ship will see.

02

Ensure that you install your BWMS with
the hydraulic impacts of the system in
mind.

03

Maintain your equipment to maximize its
treatment potential.

04

Look for ways to optimize your installation by looking at the whole system, not
just the BWMS

Figure 12: Best Practices For Installing a BWMS to Mitigate the Cost of Compliance
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Ballast Water Treatment and Filtration
System Selection Checklist:
To streamline the selection process, here is a checklist of questions and information that you should ask your BWMS
suppliers before deciding on the right filter and system.
RISK ASSESSMENT OF NON-COMPLIANCE

Filtersafe Product Answers

Percentage of zooplankton the filter

99.95% (25 μm screen),

removes:

99.28% (40 μm screen)*

Experience in ballast industry:

Since 2004

Have previous installations met the D-2

Yes

Free Space for Answers from Other
Filter Suppliers

standard?
RISK ASSESSMENT OF DECREASED FLOW RATES
What are the main ports/ routes your ship traverses?
TSS (mg/L):

Port Name

Min:

Mean:

Filter passed the Shanghai Test?

Yes

If yes, what was its flowrate percentage

40 micron screen,

at the following TSS loads:

Turbo BS101

50 mg/L of TSS:

93%

100 mg/L of TSS:

90%

150 mg/L of TSS:

87%

500 mg/L of TSS:

38%

1,000 mg/L of TSS:

20%
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CLOGGING AND SERVICE

What technology does the filter use?

nozzlex®,

smartweaveTM

EVERCLEAR
Does it use proximity nozzles?

&

TM

Yes

What is the service schedule of the filter? Once per year

RISK ASSESSMENT ON DURABILITY (MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION)

Material of the filter screen:

904L

Warranty on the Filter:

Full service within 18 months of
delivery or within 12 months of
installation.*

CAPEX & OPEX COST ASSESSMENT

What a BWMS CAPEX needs to take into Not investing in a quality ballast water treatment filter and system
account aside from the cost of the system:

at the outset may appear to save money in the beginning, but a
poor performing system limits a ship’s productivity and profitability
beyond just what ports it can dock and ballast at.

How the initial CAPEX will impact the ship’s There are many ways in which a bad BWMS filter can end up costing a
OPEX once in operation:

shipowner more money than they seemed to save in the initial purchase:
A bad filter will: allow sediment to build up in the ballast tanks,
reducing the cargo capacity of the ship; cause the ship to be in port
longer ballasting, which not only adds up to more port fees, but
additional power spent maintaining the ship in port; increase crew
requirements for servicing and maintaining the filter, which will also
inevitably lead to more money required to repair and replace parts.

*Testing conducted by Great Ships Initiative, December 2014.
**Please speak to us for more details on our warranty.
For more information contact our filtration experts at marine@filtersafe.net
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